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CHAPTER IV 

LUKE'S LAST SUPPER ACCOUNT 

What is crucial to a literary symposium is the anticipated death of its main 

character.1 

And He was made known to them in the breaking of the bread. (Luke 

24:35) 

 

The Last Supper as a Symposium Scene 

 
 Luke 22:1,7-38 provides an account of a conventional, highly structured Greco-

Roman banquet, that refers to both the Pharisaic Jewish meal customs of the Passover 

festival and to Christian meal ethics for the interim consequent to Jesus' death until his 

return. Does that mean that Luke's Last Supper was a Passover seder meal? Yes, because 

Luke represents the Last Supper as a symposium, and the sympotic conventions of the 

Passover seder are precisely the features which distinguished the Pharisaic observance of 

the Passover rite from the earlier ancient Israelite rites described in the Bible. However, 

Luke does not portray the Last Supper only as a Passover seder.  It would be more 

accurate to say that Luke's account of the Last Supper portrays three meals in one.  The 

Last Supper, according to Willibald Bösen's perceptive studies of meals in Luke, refers to 

three kinds of meals  - the "Jesus meal," the Eucharistic meal, and the "end-time meal" - 

that match the three periods of salvation history set out in other parts of Luke's Gospel 
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narrative.2  The "Jesus meal" corresponds to the time of Jesus' earthly ministry.  The 

Passover meal report in the Last Supper, (Lk 22:15-18 according to Bösen [I would add 

Lk 22:1, 7-14]), is an example of this type of meal, the last of Jesus' meals in his earthly 

ministry, and colored very much by the practices of his meal companions/adversaries, the 

Pharisees. The Eucharistic meal (Lk 22:19-20) corresponds to the in-between-time 

(which Bösen also calls the "meal of the in-between-time [Mahl der Zwischenzeit]).3  The 

"end-time meal" (alluded to in Lk 22:29-30) corresponds obviously to the end time.  The 

meal becomes a "continuity-creating symbol" that brings them together under one setting, 

the Last Supper, as well as associates them with each other in the natural sequence of 

Luke's narrative.4  Symposium conventions and structures play a major role in Luke's 

composition and redaction of these earlier Christian traditions in a single setting.  As a 

symposium scene, Luke's Last Supper gives these diverse ideas and traditions literary 

unity. 

 Therefore, to identify Luke's Last Supper scene as a symposium implies at least 

four different things.  First, it represents a Jewish Passover meal that already has 

characteristics of Greco-Roman literary symposia, thanks to the Pharisees' ritual 

innovation of the Biblical Passover rite.  Secondly, Luke's Last Supper account uses 

precisely those literary conventions - typical characters, motifs, strategies, and structures 

- characteristic of the symposium literary tradition that we discussed in Chapters 1-2.  

Thirdly, the symposium is the principle literary form Luke uses in the redaction of his 

inherited traditions of the Last Supper. The symposium setting is Luke's chosen form for 
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giving the diverse sources and themes of his Last Supper account internal stylistic and 

thematic unity.  Finally, Luke makes his Last Supper account a symposium scene to link 

it stylistically and thematically with a whole string of other symposium meal scenes in his 

Gospel narrative.  We will now discuss each way of viewing Luke's Last Supper account 

as a symposium, and then conclude the chapter with a discussion of their cumulative 

effect on conveying Luke's ideology. 

 

Luke's Last Supper as a Seder 

 

 The evidence of the synoptic Gospels, especially Luke, strongly suggests that 

their authors viewed the Last Supper as a seder, that is, a symposium meal celebrated on 

the first night of the Passover festival.  Moreover, there are many affinities between these 

New Testament accounts and the earliest rabbinic depiction of the Passover seder as a 

sort of Pharisaic symposium.  Here are my reasons for interpreting the New Testament 

accounts of the Last Supper as a Passover seder. (1) All the Gospels clearly identify the 

Last Supper as the meal on the evening when Passover begins, except for John.  But the 

exception proves the rule. John's patently theological purpose of identifying Christ as "the 

true Passover sacrifice" (not greater fidelity to history) motivates the evangelist to depict 

the Last Supper before Passover begins, so Christ's crucifixion can occur on the same day 

the lambs for the Passover sacrifice are slaughtered. (2) Luke's account mentions that the 

Passover lamb was served at the meal, even if Jesus didn't eat it (Lk 22:15,16). But 
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without the specific mention of matzah and maror, this alone would be insufficient 

evidence that this meal was the same type of meal described by m.Pesah in the second 

century C.E. So, add to this that (3) there were at least two cups of wine at the meal, one 

before dinner, one after (according to Lk 22:17,20) - like the Mishnah's two before, two 

after the meal proper. (4) Jesus recited blessings over the bread and wine (Lk 22:17,19) 

as the practice of Pharisiac early rabbinic havurot , whose innovations made the Passover 

seder distinct from the Biblical observance of Passover.  (5) Mark's Gospel (14:20, par. 

Mt 26:23) mentions dipping food into condiments at the Last Supper, a practice the third 

of the three (or four) questions in m.Pesah 10:4 suggests distinguishes the seder from 

ordinary meals. (6) According to Mark 14: 26 and Matthew 26:30, the Last Supper 

concludes with the singing of "the hymn" - which could easily be a reference to the Hallel 

sung after the meal as per m.Pesah.10:6.  (7) Both meals stress table talk as a significant 

component.  (8) Reclining was the appropriate eating posture for each meal. Together, 

these details (nearly all conventions of Hellenistic symposia, too) suggest the Last Supper 

was a seder - that is, something much more like the rabbinic seder than the Israelite rite 

prescribed in the Bible.5   

 To be sure, I’m using external evidence to confirm that Luke viewed the Last 

Supper as a Passover seder, and one might question the validity of that sort of argument. 

So let me make it clear exactly why I think the external evidence of Luke’s sources are 

relevant.  Luke's synoptic sources and contemporaries depicted the Last Supper as a 

seder.  Luke not only accepted his sources' depiction; he even accentuated the seder 
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features. Since Luke accepted and accentuated the assumption of his external sources that 

the Last Supper was a seder (in contrast to the Gospel of John's departure from these 

synoptic traditions), my argument on external grounds is not entirely unwarranted. 

Luke especially among the synoptic evangelists emphasizes "Pharisaic" concerns 

in his depiction of the Passover elements of the Last Supper.   First, Luke stresses the 

importance of preparing the Passover meal and sacrifice in its proper season.  The 

succession of notices about the approaching time of the Passover festival -  "The festival 

of the Unleavened Bread which is called Passover came near ...The day of the [Festival 

of] Unleavened Bread on which it was necessary for the Passover lamb to be sacrificed 

came... And when it was the hour, he reclined [to eat] and the apostles with him" [Lk 

22:1,7,14]  - reinforces Luke's point that it was precisely the occasion of a Jewish holiday 

when Jesus expressed his wish to share his last earthly meal with his disciples.  

Secondly, Luke's explicit association of the eating of matzah with the eating of 

the Passover lamb is consistent with early rabbinic efforts to tighten the connection 

between these two elements of the Biblical festival.  Thus in the Mishnah, the Pharisee R. 

Gamaliel is credited with the tradition in m.Pesah 10:5 that "Anyone who does not say 

these three things on Passover does not fulfill his obligation. And they are Pesah, 

matzah, and bitter herb," which the redactor of the Mishnah locates after a second cup of 

wine and before a third cup.  This probably was a prescription practiced by the Pharisaic 

havurot  (table fellowship associations) contemporary with Jesus.6  Luke's long 

expressions which note both the unleavened bread and the Passover which distinguish the 
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Passover festival as such - "the Festival of Unleavened Bread which is called Passover 

[Lk 22:1];" the day of the [Festival] of Unleavened Bread on which it was necessary for 

the Passover to be sacrificed [Lk 22:7] -  do not betray his misunderstanding of the 

history of the Festival of Unleavened Bread and the Festival of Passover as originally two 

separate festivals (notwithstanding the pedantic claims of some modern critical 

scholars).7 Rather they are consistent with the Pharisees' distinctive emphases of the 

crucial features of the Passover rite. 

 Thirdly, Luke's insistence that Jesus mentioned the Passover lamb before the meal 

proper without eating it is also consistent with Pharisaic ritual innovations.  For that is the 

point of the tradition of R. Gamaliel we just cited - "Anyone who does not say these three 

things on Passover does not fulfill his obligation. And they are Pesah, matzah, and bitter 

herb."  Talking about the Passover lamb is more important than actually eating it!   Both 

the Pharisaic tradition and Luke's "Passover meal report" exemplify the literary 

convention that the Passover lamb was supposed to provoke table talk, as did the dishes 

served in other ancient Greco-Roman accounts of symposia.8  Luke follows the precedent 

of the Pharisees when he uses the Passover lamb as a fait divers in the course of the 

banquet to provoke Jesus' interpretation of it, just as the sages in Plutarch's or Athenaeus' 

banquets are depicted as doing. 

Luke's selection of the tradition that Jesus prescribed an anamnesis, a formal 

recollection of his group's history  (suggested by the symbolic foods before the diners), is 

also consistent with the Mishnah's prescription of a similar type of table talk: the 
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ritualized recollection of past Jewish Passovers.9  The ritualized recollection of the 

Passover during the time of the exodus from Egypt and the Passover during the existence 

of the First and Second Temples in Jerusalem lay at the root of the origins of the Jewish 

Passover seder.  Baruch Bokser views the early rabbinic seder a stage of "working 

through" the catastrophe of the Second Temple's destruction.10  Drawing upon the theory 

of the Jewish psychologist Mortimer Ostow, Bokser says that by 

 

'reconstructing personal and group myths which provide a sense of origin, 

continuity, identity, and destiny'. . . [the rabbinic movement] adapted the group 

myth - the mythic history of Israel represented in the Passover motto of 'from 

slavery to freedom,' so that it would be applicable to comparable situations in 

the future.11 

According to another modern scholar of rabbinic liturgy, Joseph Tabory, a summary of 

the mythic history of Israel according to the scheme "from slavery to freedom" - namely, 

a midrashic interpretation of some version of the confession of the first fruits to the high 

priest from Dt 26:4ff. - was probably the earliest Haggadah recited by Pharisaic "havurot" 

(associations of table fellows) at Passover meals even before the destruction of the 

Second Temple.12 When reciting the liturgical text taken from Dt 26:4ff, the speaker 

would link him- or herself directly to the story of the exodus from Egypt: 

My father was a wandering Aramean [or, according to an early midrash, A 

wandering Aramean persecuted my father] . . . and the Egyptians were evil to us 
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and oppressed us and made us do hard labor. So we cried out to YHWH our 

God, and YHWH heard our voice and saw our suffering, our heavy labor, and 

our oppression. YHWH brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand and an 

outstretched arm. 

Thus, both Luke and the seder prescribed table talk - ritualized recollections - to link 

the present experiences of meal participants to the past experiences of their group's 

forebears, from whom time and death had separated them. 

 Finally, Luke's specification of a blessing of a cup of wine before  and after the 

meal accords with the Kiddush  and Birkat Ha-Mazon  rituals characteristic of the 

early rabbinic seder as well as other Jewish Sabbath festive meals. Thus, in m.Pesah 

10:2, the dispute between the schools of Pharisees Shammai and Hillel implies that 

regardless of whether one blessed the day or wine first, one made a blessing over the 

day in connection with a cup of wine before the Passover meal proper.  Likewise, 

one made a blessing (birkat ha-mazon, the grace after meals) over a cup of wine 

after the meal.  Similar to what appears in Lk 22:15-20 is the prescription of the 

order of Jewish festive banquets in general in m.Ber. 6:6, 

They reclined [to eat a meal] - one blesses for all.  Wine comes to them 

in the middle of the meal - each one makes his own blessing.  After the 

meal - one blesses for all. 

Joseph Heinemann , another historian of the evolution of Jewish liturgy, argued 

persuasively that the Mishnah's prescriptions for the order of meals (especially those 
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pertaining to birkat ha-mazon, the blessing after the meal) have their origins in the 

practices of the havurot, Pharisaic eating fellowship groups. 13  Similarly, the Mishnah 

explicitly associates Passover meals of the second Temple period with the havurot, e.g. in 

m.Pesah 9:9-10. Though we cannot state with absolute certainty what the Mishnah 

prescribed in the second century C.E. was practiced by the Pharisees and their followers 

in Luke's lifetime in the late first century C.E., or in the time of Jesus when he projected 

his story, the evidence strongly suggests that Luke knew and wrote about these kinds of 

Jewish sympotic rules. Luke emphasizes precisely the parts of the Passover meal that the 

Pharisees did when they recast the Biblical Passover rite as a Passover symposium - the 

seder. 

It is not by chance that Luke of all the evangelists stresses the most emphatically that the setting 

of the Last Supper was a Passover seder.  Though Luke never mentions the Pharisees explicitly 

in this meal scene, I suspect that he wants his readers to view the initial preparations and setting 

of the meal as type of Pharisaic meal.  So how would Luke’s readers have enough information to 

infer what I infer - that he was hinting at Pharisaic meals in his depiction of the Last Supper?  

Luke's readers would know the Last Supper was a Pharisaic meal on the basis of semantic 

inferences - verbal and thematic echoes - from previous meals that were explicitly marked as 

Pharisee meals (i.e., Lk 14:1ff).  That's why the Last Supper's place in the sequence of meals is 

so important!  The Last Supper is clearly marked as a Jewish holiday observance: Passover/Feast 

of Unleavened Bread, just as the last Pharisee meal preceding it, Lk 14:1ff was marked as a 

holiday, the Sabbath.  Moreover, Luke has marked appropriate Jewish holiday (Sabbath 
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observance) as a particularly Pharisaic concern.  The teacher/disciple/householder language in 

the preparation account (22:7-14) echoes the language and relationships depicted in the three 

previous Pharisee meal scenes. All the other three symposium scenes preceding the Last Supper 

symposium scene were Pharisaic meals. Having already established his symposia as Pharisaic 

banquets in the previous meal scenes, Luke now depicts the Last Supper as a symposium, too, in 

order to set up his implied readers with this expectation, only to disappoint them.  Luke's implied 

readers would sense the conspicuous absence of Pharisees from such a meal, given that it 

otherwise looks like the Luke's earlier symposia. 

The Passover seder is a Pharisaic innovation.  There is no observance of the Passover as a 

seder/symposium before the Pharisees instituted it.14  While this is external evidence, Luke (who 

demonstrates an extensive knowledge of the Pharisees and their special concern for meal rituals) 

in depicting the Last Supper as a seder most likely knew it was the Pharisees' innovation.  And 

Luke gives his readers enough hints to let them make the connection.  Luke’s Pharisaic symposia 

with their meal setting, teaching dialogues, and controversies, are the most obvious points of 

comparison to the Last Supper symposium. However, Luke sets up this implicit comparison of 

the Last Supper to the Pharisee meals does so only to mark Jesus' departure from them. 

So Luke Luke’s Last Supper represent the incongruous image of a Pharisaic banquet 

without Pharisees. The Passover seder setting is a Pharisaic foil for Jesus to reinterpret and 

revalue. Just as Luke previously had Jesus criticize the Pharisees explicitly on the ideological 

points they cared the most about - at their own symposia - now he has Jesus diverge from those 

aspects of the Passover seder that typified Pharisaic practices. The Passover meal is no longer to 
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be a performance of Jews' ritual obligations to God - eating the Passover sacrifice its season - a 

present celebration of God's past redemption of the Israelites from their national "passion" - the 

exodus from Egypt. It is about God acting in the present history of Jesus' personal  passion, and 

his disciples' obligations to him personally as their teacher to share his experience.  The old wine 

no longer is good! 

 

Symposium Topoi in Luke's Last Supper 

 
 While Luke is already working with the Pharisees' sympotic rules, he selects his own 

distinctive combination of symposium topoi to emphasize the new Christian "in-between-time" 

symposia's continuity with and important differences from the symposia Jesus shared with the 

Pharisees.   Nine of the ten topoi constitutive of a literary symposium are to be found in Luke's 

Last Supper scene.   

 1. The participants are reclining, as Luke says, "And when it was the hour, 

the apostles reclined [anepesen] with him." (Lk 22:14). 

 2. The meal is divided into the characteristic eating [to deipnon] and the 

drinking-and-talking courses [to sumposion]) of a symposium. 

The "courses" of the banquet in Luke's Last Supper Account are: 

 I.  Preliminary courses (22:15-18) 

  A. Talk about the meaning of the Paschal lamb (15-16) 

  B. Cup of wine, blessing before the meal (17-18) 

 II. Meal proper (deipnon) (19,20b) 
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  A. Initial course: Bread, blessing (19) 

  B. Meal (20b: to deipnesai) 

 III. Drinking course (sumposion)  (20-38) 

  A. Initial cup of wine, [blessing] (20) 

  B. Table talk (21-38) 

In the phrase literally translated, "the drinking cup [poterion] . . . after the eating [meta to 

deipnesai],"  (Lk 22:20), the drinking cup is in part a metonymy for the drinking course, 

that is, the table talk "course" that follows the eating course. 

 3. The theme of table fellowship corresponds to the symposium framework.  

The participants talk about "sympotic" topics: what they eat (Lk 22:15, 

"the Passover lamb") and drink (Lk 22:17,20) and discuss proper table 

service (Lk 22:26-27) and a future eschatological banquet (Lk 22:30).  

 4. Typical persons such as the host and householder, the uninvited guest, and 

representatives of opposing "philosophical" schools are featured or alluded 

to.  A householder hosts Jesus and his followers for the meal (Lk 22:11), 

though he drops out of sight in the meal, and Jesus plays host: blessing 

and distributing the drinks and bread (Lk 22:17,19).  As we have seen 

before, Jesus the teacher's usurpation of host's role is typical both of 

Luke's particular characterization of Jesus and generally of hosts/teacher 

relations in the symposium literary tradition.  The "Israel" to be judged at 

the eschatological banquet (Lk 22:30) is probably none other than same 
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late guests who responded too late to God "the householder"'s invitation in 

the parable of the Great Banquet (Lk 14).  Finally, Luke has Jesus contrast 

the opposing table ethics of "the kings of the nations those who lord it 

over them called benefactors" to his own (Lk 22:25-27).  This represents 

an ideological polemic of the Jesus "school" against the supporters of the 

Roman imperial patron/client system of benefaction and honors. The 

school of Jesus does not attack the basic premise of the patron/client 

system, namely that there should be patrons with dependent clients.  Lk 

22:25-27 only transfers to others or reverses the accepted identification of 

"true" benefactors and beneficiaries.  Luke's suggestion that those who 

"serve" at table are the real benefactors is quite consistent with the 

symposium convention that teacher/guests are superior to their wealthy, 

boorish hosts.  The polemic is rooted in the situation of dependent sophists 

who wish to raise their status vis à vis their hosts without completely 

biting off the hand that feeds them.  

 5. Luke has no conventional pair of lovers - the missing convention. On the 

contrary, Luke notes that Jesus' table intimates will betray or deny him (Lk 

22:21-23,31-34).  However, the convention of the two lovers may 

nevertheless implied by its absence. Or perhaps the convention of the pair 

of lovers did not adequately symbolize the type of relationship between 

teacher and disciple that Luke wished to idealize.  After all, the 
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symposium is an occasion for Jesus to shower his affection on his 

disciples - by expressing his passionate desire to eat with them (Lk 22:15: 

"I passionately have desired [epithumia epethumesai] to eat this Passover 

lamb with you") and by making a point of sharing the food and drink with 

them - despite their failings as his friends.  Therefore, the pair of lovers 

might have been too exclusive a symbol of the love between teachers and 

disciples for Luke.  Luke's Jesus wished to include many at his banquet, 

not only an elect few. However, Luke represents no women at the Last 

Supper, even though he suggested earlier (Lk 7:36-50) that a woman 

showed a disciple's love for her teacher more appropriately then the 

Pharisees.  Whether intentionally or not, in the Last Supper scene, Luke 

reinforces the broader Greco-Roman intellectual cultural bias that 

idealized an exclusively male teacher/disciple relationship. As I discussed 

previously, the philosophical idealization of homosexual friendship 

characteristic of symposium literature (Plato's legacy) probably influenced 

Luke's depiction of an all-male Last Supper.  In addition, Luke may have 

been constrained by inheriting early Christian traditions of the Last Supper 

that represented only Jesus and his male disciples dining together. 

 6. Luke' Last Supper is marked as having a ceremonial character. The 

symposium occurs on the occasion the celebration of the Jewish festival of 
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Passover.(Lk 22:1,7,15).  The blessings before the bread and the wine also 

mark the meal as religious ceremony (Lk 22:17,19). 

 7. Luke uses the symposium literary framework to "confuse temporal 

perspectives."15   Luke compresses a three-period salvation historical time 

scheme into one meal setting that includes elements of each period.  Luke 

divides history into the time Jesus was with us, the time when he was not, 

and the time when he will be with us again. Luke associates each of these 

distinctive time periods with the different meal courses of the Last Supper 

symposium, and tightly interweaves them. In effect, Luke blurs the 

distinctions, so that Jesus' presence, absence, and return can be 

experienced simultaneously.  The Last Supper becomes the paradigmatic 

"in-between-time meal" where Jesus is both there and not there.  In Luke's 

idealized Christian symposium, the community of Jesus' followers 

collectively remembers his past activity and promises for the future while 

re-enacting his table fellowship in the present.  I will discuss this point in 

more detail later. 

 8. The events of the Last Supper supply pretext for the dialogue.  The 

occasion of the Passover meal prompts Jesus' promise to eat again with his 

disciples in the end time (Lk 22:16), the serving of the first cup of wine 

prompts his promise to drink again with them (Lk 22:18).  The pouring of 

the second cup of wine is the fait divers for Jesus' symbolic expression of 
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his covenant with his followers (Lk 22:20).  Jesus' accusation that one of 

his companions will betray him is the fait divers that prompts the quarrel 

about status among the disciples (Lk 22:22-24).  That quarrel in turn 

provokes Jesus' statement contrasting the social hierarchies of the 

"benefactors" with the social roles in his ideal table fellowship ethic (Lk 

22:24-27).  Though Jesus does most of the talking, Luke interjects enough 

responses of the disciples to give the illusion of a convivial dialogue (e.g., 

Lk 22:23,24b,33,35,38).   

 Finally, the Last Supper represents 

 9. the gathering of a teacher, Jesus, and his disciples and 

10. a quarrel over rank (Lk 22:23-24). In the Last Supper, the last two topoi 

are related. The quarrel over rank is an occasion to explain the proper roles 

and relationship between teacher and disciples.  It is the ideal that Jesus 

prescribes at the Last Supper, ". . . but let the greatest among you be like a 

novice, and the ruler like a table server.  Who is greater: the recliner or the 

table server? Is it not the recliner?  Yet I am in your midst like a table 

server." (Lk 22:26-27). 

Luke's use of these topoi of literary symposia in the Last Supper demonstrates to his 

audience that the "school of Jesus" organized itself just like other competing Greco-

Roman philosophical or religious associations.  
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Earlier Traditions Organized in a Symposium Setting 

 

 However in addition, Luke employs a conventional literary symposium 

framework in the Last Supper in order to smooth the tensions between diverse literary 

traditions, competing ideological perspectives, and radically opposed periods of salvation 

history. The principle generic strategy of the literary symposium is to emphasize the 

continuity of thought and practice. By setting warring tendencies within a single meal, 

Luke sustains the illusion that they can be together, at least for a moment, before they 

break the bounds of their setting.  The meal ends and they go their separate ways. 

 Luke uses the symposia conventions to make new points to his audience about 

the specifically Christian worldview and ethos of the "school of Jesus."  Luke does this in 

two ways. First, Luke emphasizes that Christian communal ethics are both continuous 

and discontinuous with Pharisaic tablic ethics, by contrasting the Last Supper implicitly 

with his four prior scenes of Pharisaic symposia.  This point is underlined when Luke 

casts his Last Supper as the paradigmatic Pharisaic symposium, the Passover seder, from 

which Pharisees are conspicuously absent.   

 The fundamental difference between the ideological perspectives of the 

Pharisaic and Jesus "schools" by this point in Luke's Gospel has turned out to be over 

the timing and location of "the Kingdom of God."   Luke already alluded to this 

difference of opinion in his most complex symposium scene (Lk 14:1-24).   At that 

Pharisaic symposium, Jesus "corrected" the Pharisee who seemed to view the present 
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banquet as a foretaste of the kingdom of God coming in the distant future, with his 

famous parable of the Great Supper (Lk 14:15-16ff) that suggests otherwise.  Luke 

further clarifies that this is perhaps the point of contention between the Pharisees and 

the disciples of Jesus in Lk 17:20-21: 

Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, 

and he answered, "The kingdom of God is not coming with things that can be 

observed; nor will they say, 'Look, here it is!' or 'There it is!  For in fact, the 

kingdom of God is among you." 

This verse is notoriously ambiguous.  What does Luke mean by "the kingdom of God is 

among you?"  Up to the Last Supper, Luke only makes it clear when and where the 

kingdom of God is not.  It is not in the far distant future, nor is it among Pharisees who 

tithe, eat sacrificial meat, and recline at symposia like priests in a state of ritual purity.  

Luke adopts his favorite metaphor, the kingdom of God is a banquet, to compose a Last 

Supper scene that answers the question when and where it is.  

 Thus, the second way Luke makes new points about the specifically Christian 

worldview and ethos of the "school of Jesus" is to use a symposium setting in the Last 

Supper to emphasize how Christian practice: table fellowship is rooted in Christian 

theory: a threefold periodization of salvation history.  Specifically, Luke exploits a 

favorite technique of literary symposia, "the confusion of temporal perspectives," to 

collapse the different periods of Jesus' presence in history into a single, highly stylized 

account of a dinner with him.  
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 In Luke's account of the preparations for the Last Supper, the meal itself, and its 

conclusion (Lk 22:1-39), there is a correlation between: 

 1. the courses of the meal; 

 2. Luke's division of early Christian history into three periods, corresponding 

to the three stages of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection; and 

 3. prescriptions for group behavior appropriate to each of these periods. 

Corresponding to Jesus' life is the golden age of Jesus' ministry, the time of 

companionship with Jesus epitomized in the celebratory metaphor of the entourage of the  

bridegroom "eating and drinking . . . when the bridegroom is with them." (Lk 5:33-34).  

Roughly corresponding to Jesus' death is what H. Conzelmann aptly named "the in-

between-time."16  This is the time of separation from Jesus, symbolized (in the verse 

following the one cited above) as the time to abstain from eating and drinking "when the 

bridegroom has been snatched away." (Lk 5:35).  Taking into consideration Luke's full 

development of this notion of the "in-between-time," it is better viewed as an attenuated 

companionship with Jesus, in which his followers are linked to him by both their 

remembrance of past companionship with him (Lk 22:19) and their hope for 

companionship with him in the future glorious messianic time of his Father's kingdom, 

when they will again "eat and drink at [his] table in [his] kingdom."(Lk 22:29-30).  This 

"end time" corresponds to the resurrection of Jesus, a time of reunion with Jesus. This 

reunion with Jesus is evoked both as a not-yet-fulfilled promise and as actual table 

companionship with the resurrected Jesus at Emmaus (Lk 24:28-32, 36-49).17  The 
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promised time of the fulfillment of the Kingdom of God (Lk 22:16) is also described in 

the images of a shared meal.  Then the have-nots of this world shall recline at table in 

God's heavenly court with the Jewish patriarchs and prophets, judging and excluding 

from an end-time reward those who refused in their lifetime to accept what Luke viewed 

as God's invitation to his kingdom (e.g., Lk 13:28-30; 16:19-31; 22:30). 

 This is necessarily an oversimplification of Luke's time scheme because it 

ignores the overlap between time periods so characteristic of the composition of Luke's 

Gospel as a whole, and of Luke's Last Supper scene in particular. For example, Jesus' 

resurrection as narrated in Luke's Gospel does not exactly correspond to the end of time 

when all has been fulfilled.  There are still tasks left to do, in order to "fulfill all that has 

been written in the Law of Moses, and the Prophets, and the Psalms," (Lk 24:44).  The 

Scriptures have been only partially fulfilled, in that the Christ has already suffered and 

risen from the dead on the third day (Lk 24:46), but the "preaching in [Christ's] name 

repentance for the forgiveness of sins to all the nations" (Lk 24:47) remains to be done.  

After all, at this point, the story of Luke-Acts is only half over.  In this case, Jesus' 

resurrection appearances at meals with two apostles (Lk 24:28-32) and then eleven (Lk 

24:36-49) seem to be a proleptic taste of the fulfillment to follow in order to demonstrate 

that Jesus is good on his promise to rejoin them somehow in the "in-between-time," i.e., 

to "know him in the breaking of the bread." (Lk 24:35)  That the apostles especially 

needed such reassurance is precisely one of Luke's points (Lk 24:38-41a) in the account 

of Jesus' resurrection appearance to the disciples.18  Luke's time scheme of Christian 
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history is complex and he distinguishes the three periods only to show how they are 

really fundamentally linked together.  

 In the Last Supper, the three periods of history are linked together by being 

associated with the different courses of Jesus' Last Supper symposium. These particular 

courses of the meal are correlated with specific stages of Luke's threefold periodization of 

Christian history, so that the courses of the meal perform double duty as both actual 

stations in the sequence of the meal and metaphorical stations for the sequence of Lukan 

salvation history.  However, because the sequence of courses of a conventional Greco-

Roman banquet/Passover seder is not identical to Luke's threefold periodization of 

history, Luke's projection of it into the structure of the meal itself brings the three periods 

of history together in new combinations. 

 Thus to a certain extent we can view the use of symposium conventions in Luke's 

Last Supper as analogous to the encyclopedic symposia - in intention, if not exactly in 

form.   What I mean is that the characteristic concern of this type of symposium literature 

was to preserve diverse, even conflicting cultural traditions in the artful literary form of a 

dialogue at table.  The encyclopedic symposia such as Athenaeus'Deipnosophistae and 

Plutarch's Quaestiones Conviviales are the most obvious examples of such a tendency, 

but the preservation of traditions of different schools of thought or popular folk tales 

within a single meal setting can also be found in other forms of symposium literature, 

e.g., Plato's Symposium (Socratic and Sophistic philosophical traditions about the nature 

of Love) or Petronius' Satyricon and Apuleius' Metamorphoses, whose meal scenes frame 
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many traditional stories.  Thus, Willibald Bösen’s redaction critical analysis of the 

sources Luke used to compose his Last Supper scene seems the appropriate way to 

support the claim that his method and motivation were analogous to those of the 

composers of encyclopedic symposia.  Bösen  and De Meeûs before her both argue that 

Luke uses the symposium conventions to artfully preserve and integrate early Christian 

literary or oral traditions, i.e., Mark, Q, Paul, and Special L.19  Bösen takes her cue from 

Luke’s prologue (Lk 1:1ff); the "main hope" of his work was an "authentic and 

comprehensive representation of Jesus' story,"  assembled from the literary sources and 

eyewitness accounts Luke had before him.  Luke's "compilation of his report of the words 

of institution from several other reports...merely put into action what he previously set 

out as the leading motive of his literary work."20 Thus, Luke is motivated theologically to 

unite not only both Mark's and Paul's traditions of the Lord's Supper, but also other early 

Christian meal traditions (e.g., Q and L) by his desire, as Bösen puts it, to "transmit and 

unite all the essential information at hand" about Jesus' institution of the Lord's Supper. 21  

Though here she refers specifically to Luke's redaction in 22:19-20 of Mark and Paul's 

versions of the words of institution, what she says could apply just as well to the way 

Luke unites other early meal traditions from Q and L throughout the whole Last Supper 

scene, Lk 22:1,7-38. So even though contemporary Lukan scholarship tends to treat 

tradition-critical, redaction critical methods as rather passé, preferring more holistic 

literary and socio-rhetorical readings, Bösen’s type of redaction critical study of the Last 
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Supper is necessary to suggest that the Hellenistic cultural codes of the genre of 

encyclopedic symposia shape Luke’s writing and thinking.22 

In her analysis of Luke's redaction of the Last Supper, Willibald Bösen argues 

that he joins two discrete literary units Lk 22:15-18 and Lk 22:19-20 in a single 

symposium meal setting in order to associate different stages of table fellowship with 

Jesus with the three periods of Lukan salvation history.  In Lk 22:15-20, Luke integrates 

earlier Christian traditions - a "Passover meal report" (Lk 22:15-18) with the "report of 

the institution of the Lord's Supper (Lk 22:19-20). 23  Luke bases his redactional 

composition of the first part, the "Passover meal report"  (Lk 22:15-18), primarily on 

Mark 14:25, but "doubles" this Markan source into parallel sayings about eating and 

drinking under the influence of Q's tendency to use the doubled expression "eating and 

drinking" to stereotype meals. For other examples of Q's doubled expression "eating and 

drinking as a shorthand for meals, see Lk 7:33,34/Mt 11:18,19; Lk 12:29/Mt 6:31; Lk 

12:45/Mt 24:49; and Lk 17:27/Mt 24:38. That Luke has a special preference for this Q 

doubling of eating/drinking expressions can be seen from a synoptic comparison to 

Matthew's use of Q.24  Thus in the Last Supper (22:30), Luke adopts  Q’s double 

expression "eat" and "drink" (esthete kai pinete) which is lacking in the Matthean parallel 

Mt 19:28.25  Luke's reworking of Mk 14:25 in this Passover meal gives it a double aspect.  

It is (1) Jesus' last earthly meal that breaks off his former customary table fellowship with 

his disciples and (2) includes a promise to resume his table fellowship at some glorious 

eschatological future. Bösen schematizes this distinction between meal times as follows:  
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22:16: I will no longer        until it is fulfilled in 

    eat this                  the kingdom of God 

               (last meal)            (promise of future meal) 

22:18: I will no longer       until the kingdom of God comes 

  drink from the  

  fruit of the vine 

            (last meal)           (promise of future meal)26 

 The stylistic parallelism of "I will no longer eat this...I will no longer drink from the fruit 

of the vine" emphasizes the type of meal in which Jesus will no longer participate - 

Pharisaic symposia like the Passover seder.  In other words, this is a deliberate, though 

subtle allusion to Jesus’ earlier meals with the Pharisees, which Luke likewise labelled 

with the stereotypical doubled expression “eating and drinking.” The parallelism of "until 

it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God...until the kingdom of God comes" - in contrast to 

both the "no longer"'s -  emphasizes that there will be an end-time meal in which Jesus 

will again participate, fully present..  Where Jesus is fully present, there also is the 

Kingdom of God.  At Pharisaic-type meals, like the seder, Jesus might have been present, 

but not fully so, because his true significance as the fulfillment of scriptural promises 

wasn't recognized by his table companions.   At eucharistic meals after the Last Supper, 

Jesus is and will be recognized for whom he is, but then he is no longer fully present; he 

is dead.  Thus meals now that are conducted Pharisaically - like the Passover seder, and 
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meals until Jesus' return - like the interim Eucharistic meal that Luke implies here, but 

mentions explicitly only in Lk 22:19-20 - are not full expressions of the presence of the 

Kingdom of God.  

 Thus the stylistic continuation and departure of Lk 22:19-20 - " the report of the 

institution of the Lord's Supper"  - from the parallelism of the previous unit, the Passover 

meal report, emphasize the ideological  continuities and discontinuities of 

Passover/Pharisaic and Lord's Supper/Christian meal ethics.  Verbal parallelism and 

sympotic conventions link and polarize the "Passover meal report" (Lk 22:15-18) and the 

next discrete literary unit, the report of Jesus' institution of the Lord's Supper (Lk 22:19-

20) to and from one another.  On the one hand, the parallelism of the participles for the 

receiving and blessing the cup of wine before the Passover meal (Lk 22:17) and those for 

taking and blessing the bread in the "eucharistic meal " (Lk 22:19) associates the two 

meal "courses"  -  

 

22:17: And having received the cup, after he blessed, 

   (dexamenos)       (eucharistesas) 

                             he said . . . 

 [from the Passover meal report] 

22:19: And having taken the bread, after he blessed, 

                    (labon)               (eucharistesas) 

                       he broke and gave [it] to them, 
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                  saying . . .  

[from the report of the institution of the Lord's Supper] 

Similarly,  

22:17 Take this [the first cup of wine] and distribute it among yourselves 

           (eis heautois)  

22:19          this [the second cup of wine]   do in memory of me 

        (eis ten emen anamnesin) 

However, even this parallelism hints at an asymmetry.  In the Passover meal report, the 

cup is passed from Jesus to the disciples alone (eis heautois).  In the eucharistic 

institution report, the cup "carries" Jesus with it (in memory of me [eis ten emen 

anamnesin]).  The gestures suggest that Jesus is both leaving and staying with his 

followers.   

 On the other hand, the internal verbal parallelism in Lk 22:19 -20 - the report of 

the Lord's Supper -  between the bread-breaking gesture plus bread words and the after-

dinner cup gesture (implied) plus cup words, link the food course and the wine course 

integrally together, and set it apart from the Passover meal report.27  Moreover, Luke's 

report of the institution of the Lord's Supper is a different combination of two separate 

Last Supper traditions of the words of institution.  Lk 22:19a is based on Mark's tradition 

(Mk 14:22); Lk:19b-20a is based on Paul's tradition (I Cor 11:25), and Lk 22:20b goes 

back to Mark's tradition.28 

Lk 22:19:   after taking bread and blessing it  …       
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 he broke it and gave it to them[a]     saying, 'This...'[b] 

Lk 22:20:  the cup … after they dined,   [a]      

     likewise         saying, 'This...'[b] 

Similarly, Jesus' words specifying the symbolism of the bread and wine cup, respectively, 

are parallel (though not as parallel as they could be).  

 

Lk 22:19: This        is my body   which is given for you [a]  

     This do in memory of me[b] 

Lk 22:20: This cup is the new covenant in my blood[a] 

        which is poured out for you[b] 

 The food and drink of the Lord's Supper emphasize his absence.  They are 

associated explicitly with images of Jesus' death. The broken bread is like his betrayed 

body; the poured wine like his spilled blood.  On the other hand, the demonstrative 

quality of Jesus' words and actions:  "This [bread]  is my body . . . this cup is the new 

covenant . . .," and  the double insistence that they "are given over to you" and "poured 

out for you" emphasizes the presence of Jesus for his audience, despite his absence.   

Here the themes of companionship in life and separation by death are joined together in 

two new images: a ritualized recollection (ten anamnesin) and a last will and testament 

(diatheke). Though diatheke also has the scriptural connotation of covenant (which Luke 

knows well, as his allusion to Jeremiah 31:31's kaine diatheke  ["new covenant"] shows), 

Luke's use of it in the context of the banquet of a religious association gives it the 
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connotation of the last will and testament.   Indeed, that is clearly Luke's connotation 

when he uses the verb diatithemi (with which diatheke is cognate) twice in Lk 22:29-30, 

several verses later. Jesus says to his disciples/associates, "I have bequeathed to you, just 

as my Father bequeathed  kingship to me, for you to eat and drink at my table in my 

kingdom."  Among Greco-Roman funereal clubs, the deceased often prescribed the 

wherewithal to hold regular memorial banquets among his or her associates.29   

 Both a ritualized recollection (anamnesis) and a last will and testament 

(diatheke) are ways to connect present members of group with those from whom time or 

death or both have separated.  Also both are prescriptive.  Their remembrance of past 

relationships is linked to obligations of future behavior.30  Together, the ritualized 

recollection and the carrying out the testament unite past, present, and future 

communities into a new single group constituted by its common set of experiences.  Thus 

Luke makes the meal at which the dead Jesus is somehow both absent and present truly a 

"continuity creating symbol,"31 an "in-between-time meal" bridging the remembered past 

festive meal times with Jesus with the promised future meal times with him in the 

Kingdom of God.32   

At the same time, the actions of Jesus' blessing and the disciples' "taking" and 

"distributing" the wine among themselves are departures from the parallelism and 

therefore accentuate the group behavior which is to bridge between the times of Jesus' 

departure and return. The teacher "conducts" the banquet by leading the Kiddush, but his 

very conduct consists of handing over to his followers the distribution of the benefits of 
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the old reality of his festive earthly ministry, symbolized here by the shared drink. The 

actions of the Jesus the banquet-giver in Lk 22:18 who conducts the banquet 

paradoxically as if he were a table server becomes in effect the fait divers behind Jesus’ 

remark in Lk 22:26-27:  “But not so with you; rather let the greatest among you become 

as the youngest, and the leader as one who serves.  For which is greater, one who sits at 

table, or one who serves?  Is it not the one who sits at the table?  But I am among you as 

one who serves” [my emphasis]. Luke puts these words in Jesus' mouth to call attention 

to the significance of his meal gestures.  They are not to be taken as ordinary, incidental 

behaviors at a meal, but are to be generalized and repeated subsequently as ritual actions 

that embody the foundational myths of the Christian community started by Jesus.  

 The parallelisms of the Passover meal report (Lk 22:16-18) which polarize the 

time between this meal with Jesus and the future messianic one with him, implicitly ask: 

What happens now?  Luke brings together the Passover meal report with the report of the 

institution of the Lord's Supper (Lk 22:19-20), in order to answer the question implied in 

the Passover meal report: What happens now in the "in-between-time?"  The Lukan 

literary synthesis of the two meal units into a new literary unity conveys the theological 

point.   The eucharistic meal (alluded to in the narrative account of Jesus' instructions to 

eat his body and drink his blood [Lk 22:19-20]) is the bridge between the time of Jesus' 

ministry and the end time for the Christian communities now separated from him by his 

death.33 
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Meal Courses and the Course of Salvation History 

 
But what is it exactly about the way Luke associates the two reports in Lk 22:15-

20, as well as the rest of his Last Supper scene, Lk 22:1,7-38, that make the eucharistic 

meal sensed as a bridge between times?  I think that the order of the meal itself, which 

Luke imposed on his threefold scheme of history, suggests the inevitable connection 

between the times.  For in the "syntax" of Luke's Greco-Roman banquet/Passover seder, 

each course implies the next, from the preparations for the meal before it to the after-

dinner stroll after it.34  The appetizer promises a main course, and the meal promises after 

dinner drinking and talk.  Also, because the meal symbolizes not only the three time 

periods, but also the types of group behavior appropriate to each of the three times, the 

courses of the meal are implicitly or explicitly connected with specific kinds of behavior 

that correspond to those time periods.   

Thus, behavior typical of the time of Jesus' ministry, Jesus meal etiquette, as it 

were, is connected to the preliminary preparations of the Passover meal. Luke's 

description of the preparation for the Last Supper, Lk 22:1,7-14 emphasizes the values of 

festivity and commensality in a teacher-disciple relationship typical of Jesus' past table 

fellowship.  For Luke, these are the positive connotations of Pharisaic table fellowship; 

these are the aspects of Pharisaic Jewish practices Luke has Jesus and the early Christians 

continue. The festive occasion of the Passover holiday for the shared meal is clearly 
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marked and reiterated in the text (Lk 22:1;7). These notices clearly mark the observance 

of the Passover in its time as a ritual obligation, the sort of obligation the Pharisees 

promoted.  The festive meal is also marked as such by the repetition of the theme word 

pascha (Passover lamb) in  Lk 22:1,7,8,11,13, and 15,35 and in the notice that Jesus and 

the apostles reclined for the meal.  Since at this point, what Jesus the teacher says he 

wants to do with his disciples coincides with what the Pharisaic religious calendar 

requires  - Jesus' differentiation of his new meal ethos from the present Pharisaic one has 

not yet been made explicit.  Sharing the festive meal is emphasized by Luke's consistent 

inclusion of the disciples with Jesus as those who are to partake in the eating of the lamb, 

as opposed to the accounts of the preparation of the Last Supper in Mark and Matthew.36   

The difference of Luke's from Mark's version is especially telling.  Mark's 

account of the preparation of the Passover meal is marked by the disciples' opposition to 

Jesus' own interpretation of his last meal as a shared meal, and focuses almost exclusively 

on the disciples' (i.e., Judas') betrayal of him in the account of the meal itself.  In Mark's 

account of the preparation, the focus of the disciples' question on Jesus alone eating the 

Passover (Mk 14:12:"Where do you [Jesus] wish for us...to prepare for you [singular] to 

eat the Passover lamb? [fages to pascha]" is opposed to Jesus' interpretation of the meal 

(Mk 14:14b) as the one "where I with my disciples shall eat the Passover lamb [to pascha 

meta ton matheton mou fago]."  Luke, however, removes the opposition between the 

disciples' and Jesus' interpretation of the last meal as a shared meal in his redaction of 

Mark's preparation account.  Thus Luke precedes the disciples' question in Mk 14:12 with 
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Jesus' order to "prepare for us [humin] the Passover lamb for us to eat [fagomen , first 

person plural] (Lk 22:8), and omits Mark's "for you [second person singular] to eat the 

Passover lamb" in the disciples' question (Lk 22:9: "Where do you [Jesus] wish for us to 

prepare?" in order to reduce the dissonance between the disciples' and Jesus' 

interpretation of the last meal.  Thus the Lukan parallel (Lk 22:11) to Mk 14:14b, "Where 

I with my disciples shall eat the Passover lamb," is consistent with Jesus' previous 

instruction rather than opposed to the disciples' previous interpretation of the meal. 

Luke's desire to present the solidarity between Jesus and his disciples when they share a 

common table as a model for the later Christian communities motivates him to rework 

Mark's very different tendency to represent the basic misunderstanding separating Jesus 

from those who were supposed to be his disciples as a negative example of discipleship 

for Mark's current audience. 

Luke's preparation account thus stresses that the last Jesus-meal takes place within 

a correctly functioning network of teacher-disciple relationships.  The teacher, Jesus, 

takes the initiative when he orders his disciples Peter and John to prepare the Passover 

lamb for both teacher and disciples to eat together.  Strictly speaking, the meal 

preparations are initiated not first by Jesus, but by the coming of the day when "it was 

necessary for the Passover lamb to be sacrificed." (Lk 22:7).  This begins a sequence of 

mandates to prepare the Passover, passing first from impersonal necessity to Jesus the 

teacher, and then from him to his disciples, and then from them to the householder of the 

house where the eating of the Passover is to take place.  The sequence of mandates is 
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partially fulfilled, when Luke states in a declarative sentence that the disciples found 

things just as Jesus said they would and "they prepared the Passover lamb." (22:13) The 

mandate for all to eat the Passover lamb together (22:8) however is left unfulfilled until 

the messianic time, "until when it shall be fulfilled in the Kingdom of God. (22:16).  The 

overall effect of this sequence of mandates is to model the continuity between the will of 

God implied in the impersonal (Biblical) requirement to sacrifice and eat a Passover lamb 

and the table fellowship community founded by Jesus and continued by the early 

Christians after his death.  The narrative of the preparation is a kind of allegory of the 

process of transmission of early Christian meal prescriptions.   

This differs from Mark's account, in which the disciples initiate the preparation of 

the meal.  The house owner provides a place for Jesus and his disciples to meet and eat 

because of obligation of arising from his own relationship to Jesus as a teacher.  The 

dative soi, a second-person singular pronoun  (probably the indirect object of legei, but 

possibly a dative of reference qualifying didaskalos) - found in Lk 22:11 but lacking in 

the parallel verses of Mk 14:14 and Mt 26:18 -  seems to specify that Jesus is a teacher to 

him, the house owner, and that "the Teacher" is not merely a objective title for Jesus.  The 

activation of the obligations implicit in these relationships at the initiative of the teacher, 

Jesus, turns this account of the preparation of the Last Supper into a model for Christian 

group behavior.  Luke's phrasing stresses the personal dimension of obligations between 

teachers and disciples. 
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Luke's preparation account evokes the image of the "house church," the ideal 

structure of Christian community so prevalent in Paul's letters and in Luke's depiction of 

the early church in Acts. The network of reciprocal obligations in which those who have 

the homes and wherewithal to maintain their households host and feed the travelling 

teachers in return for the honor and teaching which their guests bring them is central to 

Luke's vision of the Kingdom of God.  For Luke, the presence of the Kingdom of God is 

indeed like a house.  Perhaps the redundant oikias in the expression unique to Luke, to 

oikodespotes oikias, "the house-owner of the house," (Lk 22:11) occurs to reinforce the 

evocation of the symbol of the house and house owner for the Kingdom of God. It 

certainly echoes the image of the householder's full house in Luke's version of the parable 

of the Great Banquet (Lk 14:23).37   

 So far, however, this model for Christian table fellowship between teacher and 

disciples does not differ significantly from the examples of table fellowship conducted by 

Jesus in the previous meal scenes of Jesus' earthly ministry.   The network of reciprocal 

obligations between householders and teachers, teachers and students represented here 

could just as easily refer to the ethos of Pharisaic havurot. At the same time, Luke's stress 

of festive commensality over Mark's more negative picture of communal relations also 

underlines that this is the point of table fellowship, not gathering on account of an 

impersonal ritual obligation to celebrate the Passover in its season.  In other words, 

Luke's account of the Passover meal preparations exemplifies the the disciples' 

fulfillment of their social obligations to their teacher - to do what Jesus said in order to be 
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with him at a meal for his sake - not just because Torah, the ritual calendar, the 

"traditions of the fathers" say so!  

 The next two courses, the talk about the Passover lamb and the Kiddush (when 

Jesus says the blessing over the wine), are brought together in the Passover meal report 

unit (Lk 22:15-18).   Their juxtaposition stresses the distinction between now, the last 

earthly meal with Jesus, and the meal to be shared with Jesus in the future Kingdom of 

God.  Now we begin to see what what Jesus is going to discard from the ethos of the 

Pharisaic seder and of the meals during his ministry,  as well as what he will preserve. 

The mention of the Passover lamb before the meal, probably a typical part of the order of 

the Passover meal among havurot in Jesus' day, provokes Jesus' remark which contrasts 

his present desire to eat the lamb with his disciples (22:15), and his oath not to eat it until 

a future time "when it is fulfilled in the Kingdom of God." (Lk 22:16). 

 To be precise, it is not entirely clear that this phrase refers to a future time. Heos 

hotou plerothe en te basileia tou theou is difficult to translate, but the "until when" makes 

a clear temporal distinction between a later time and the time of the present kingdom of 

God proclaimed by (Luke's) Jesus during his ministry (e.g. Lk 11:20; 17:21).  The 

passive optative verb "it is fulfilled" in a conditional clause also makes a qualitative 

distinction between a time when something is unfulfilled and a future time when it will be 

fulfilled, regardless of what that "something," the subject of plerothe, is.  Thus the 

conjunctive phrase eos otou at least distinguishes between the present and a future time, 

but possibly also has a conditional sense independent of a specific time frame, i.e., "I will 
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not be eating it [with you] except when the Kingdom of God is fulfilled.  Luke most 

likely intends to keep it ambiguous in order to bridge the future and present time periods. 

 The parallelism of Jesus' words provoked by the Passover lamb to the words of 

the Kiddush prompted by the the wine before the meal, reiterates the distinction of meal 

times -  between the "from now" (apo tou nun)38 of the present sharing of the wine to the 

"until then" (heos hou) future drinking of "fruit of the vine" when the Kingdom of God 

comes.   

 The two main courses of the meal proper, the deipnon, and the drinking course, 

the sumposion, are linked together in the next literary unit, Lk 22:19-20 - "the institution 

of the Lord's Supper."    The shift from the meal to the drinking after the meal is a 

conventional and expected turning point in the courses of the banquet.39  It is precisely 

the word over the cup in this literary unit that marks a smooth transition to this new "in-

between-time."  According to Greco-Roman meal conventions, it is certainly a change, 

but more a continuation, rather than a radical departure from what preceded. Therefore, 

just as a libation to the god of Love marked the transition from meal to symposium in 

Plato's Symposium, so Jesus' cup of wine after the meal marks the shift to the symposium 

drinking and table talk course in Luke's Last Supper account.40  The literary depiction of 

the movement from table conduct to table talk also exemplifies the basic philosophical 

premise of symposium literature, that the sage practices what s/he preaches, even when at 

play.  However, also in keeping with Luke's tendency to use meal etiquette to exemplify 

Christian ethics within his three-period time scheme, the cup of wine not only initiates a 
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new course of the banquet itself, but also marks the shift from the old group ethic of the 

Jesus-time.  The conduct of the courses of the meal narrated up to this point shifts to the 

new group ethic of the in-between-time, specified in the descriptions, prescriptions, and 

predictions, as well as the interaction between Jesus and his disciples, in the table-talk 

section (22:21-38). This is how Luke adapts an important convention of Greco-Roman 

literary symposia as a literary framework for the stipulations for group behavior, the 

"new testament," appropriate to the new in-between-time of Jesus' absence from his 

followers. 

 Thus, those scholars who see Luke's Last Supper narrative composed primarily 

according to the model of a Hellenistic Jewish "farewell discourse," offer an important 

insight.41  However, they overlook some important features of Luke's Last Supper 

account when they exclude the influence of symposium literary conventions as a 

significant factor in Luke's composition.  It is Luke's use of symposium conventions that 

allow him to connect table-talk and ethics so closely together, as well as give him a 

framework to integrate his threefold time scheme with his prescriptions for Christian 

behavior in the new age of Jesus' absence.   

 These two courses before the meal are also associated with a specific stage in 

Jesus' life; the shared Passover meal is the meal before the Passion of Jesus (Lk 22:15).  

This association permits the inference that just as the disciples share the last meal with 

Jesus, so they share in the cross-like experiences of suffering of their teacher.42 The 

importance of all this is that precisely those Jewish table rituals before the actual meal 
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which require a leader, the magid (explaining of the Passover story) and Kiddush, 

underline Jesus' directing role as the teacher of the group in the conduct of the meal. 

However, the fact that the conduct of a formal festive banquet combines both the leading 

of the ritual by the teacher and the sharing food and drink between the teacher and his 

followers concretizes the method of teaching by example so central to Luke's ethics. 

Luke draws upon the popular Hellenistic philosophical convention that students learn 

best from their teacher by accompanying, observing, and sharing generally a common life 

with their teacher.  The shared meal is one of the most frequent symbolic representations 

of this popular philosophical ethic; the erotic (especially male homosexual) relationship 

between lover and beloved is another.43  Conducting a meal models a type of leadership 

that is qualified especially by the ability to distribute benefits among one's own group.  

 The table talk following the second cup of wine after the meal provides the 

opportunity to flesh out the interpretation of these ideas in the form of a mini-dialogue. 

Luke presents the stipulations to Simon in Lk 22:31-34 and to the disciples in Lk 22:35-

38 about the two swords as dialogues between Jesus and his interlocutors.  Thus Simon 

responds to Jesus in Lk 22:33, to whom Jesus in return responds (Lk 22:34), while the 

disciples respond explicitly to Jesus' question and imperative in Lk 22:35 and 38, 

respectively. The dialogue framework, as well as Luke's frequent use of the second 

person pronoun in this whole Last Supper account, reinforces the connectedness, the 

relationship between the teacher and his followers, in spite of whatever events or 

perspectives might separate them.  This is in marked opposition to the disciples in Mark's 
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Last Supper account, who say little or contradict Jesus when they do say something 

(14:18-19: "One of you will betray me...," they said to him one by  one, "not I."  

 Hence, in Luke's Last Supper, Jesus' announcement of his betrayal is a "natural" 

response to the fait divers of his disciples' jockeying for status, and itself a fait divers for 

a speech about the common suffering and tribulation they will share - not that the 

disciples are against Jesus. They are going to be experienced in trials or tests like Jesus 

(Lk 22:28).  They must be mistaken for "lawless men" just as Jesus (Lk 22:37) and they 

will be rewarded for their suffering with a banquet and the role of judges in the Kingdom 

of God, just as God will reward Jesus (Lk 22:29-30).   

 In the scene just before this promise of a reward, and after the announcement of 

the betrayal (Lk 22:24-27), Luke makes a new distinction that presupposes an old 

distinction.  We learned in the Pharisaic banquets with Jesus that Christian Greco-Roman 

table fellowship is different from Pharisaic Greco-Roman table fellowship.  Now we 

learn in addition that Christian Greco-Roman table fellowship is different from the table 

fellowship of civic or private associations sponsored by local provincial rulers, "the kings 

of the Gentiles...called benefactors" (euergeteis, Lk 22:25).  In the Pharisaic banquets, 

Luke distinguished Christian inclusiveness from Pharisaic exclusiveness.  In the Last 

Supper, he distinguishes Christian group leadership from leadership among certain other 

Hellenistic associations.  The former merges the role of server and leader, while the latter 

maintain a strict hierarchical distinction between benefactors, those who sit at table, and 

those who serve.  Thus, for Luke, inclusiveness and the recognition of humble "table 
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serving" as a quality of leadership distinguish early Christian table ethics from the other 

Greco-Roman ideological options. 

 Here Luke takes a position on the intra-Christian dispute over the relative 

importance of wandering charismatic leaders (like Jesus, the disciples, and Paul) and 

residential leaders (like Mary and Martha, and the property-holding heads of the house 

churches) within the communities of Luke's audience. According to Gerd Theissen, the 

"Jesus movement" emerged originally among "wandering charismatic" healers and 

preachers, who depended upon a "community of sympathizers" who favored with the 

charismatics' radically independent social ethic, but were not so identified with them as to 

give up everything.  Instead, they use their wherewithal to support and host the apostles 

in their homes - in return for teaching, preaching, blessing, or healing.  Theissen's 

comparison of this practice to that of the travelling Cynic-Stoic sages is especially 

pertinent, since there is a stream of symposium literature that tends to idealize (or to 

parody) this ethic of reciprocal dependence between the hired teacher/sage and the patron 

who supports him.44  The symposia of Petronius, Lucian, and Apuleius, writing in the 

tradition of satirical symposia attributed to the Cynic sage Menippus, come to mind.45  

Later, as the early Christian community grew and spread, tensions emerged between the 

hospitality-oriented ethic of the "communities of sympathizers" and the more radical 

ethic of social independence of the wandering charismatics.  The sympathizers were often 

relatively wealthy house-holders with enough property and food to share with the 

itinerant Christian preachers who swore off the hindrances of personal property. In the 
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view of one modern interpreter, "Luke seems to be taking the part of the residential 

believers over against those in his day who think that their permanent renunciation of a 

fixed home confers upon them (and them alone) the rank of true discipleship."46  For 

Luke, while the itinerant radicalism was right for Jesus and the twelve in his day, now the 

times had changed, and the ethic of the residential believers was more appropriate for 

Christians in the in-between-time.  

 In the table talk section (Lk 22:21-38), the ethics of the new in-between-time are 

implicitly contrasted with the ethics of the time of Jesus' ministry exemplified in the 

preparation and conduct of the Passover banquet up to this point (Lk 22:7-20).  The areas 

of new group behavior most strongly contrasted to the old ethic are (1) group leadership, 

(2) group unity, (3) group self-sufficiency, and (4) group relations with the others.  Jesus' 

death creates a crisis of leadership in the group.  In Luke's narration of the preparation 

and conduct of the Passover meal symbolizing the time of Jesus' earthly ministry, Jesus is 

the undisputed leader.  He initiates the preparations for the meal and he leads the seder 

with the blessings before the wine and bread, as we have already said.  But for the 

imminent in-between-time without Jesus, Jesus prescribes in his table talk that the group's 

leaders should be like Jesus, as opposed to being Jesus.  Like Jesus (Lk 22:27), the 

greatest among the group should be like an initiate, or like a table server rather than a 

ruler or one who sits at table to be served (Lk 22:26,27).  Leaders should be like Jesus, as 

opposed to the rulers of the Gentiles who dominate them and are called "benefactors." 47  
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 Also, like Jesus, the leaders share in the same trials or temptations.48  However, 

because Jesus is not there, these new leaders will not have the same abilities to withstand 

the tests; they are no Jesus - they flunk the tests.  Simon Peter, who will deny his 

affiliation to Jesus (22:34) and have to turn himself around in repentance before he is to 

strengthen his fellows (22:32), is made a new paradigm of leadership, a fallible one, of 

the in-between-time.  The disciples' quarrel over rank (22:24) prompted by Jesus' allusion 

to his death (20) and betrayal (21-22), exemplifies the loss of Jesus' undisputed 

leadership in the in-between-time.  There will be new leaders in the in-between-time, but 

not as pre-eminent as Jesus - they will be more like their fellows than their founder, i.e., 

human, fallible, humble "table-servants" of the bounty they were given. 

 The table talk course, as the new in-between-time, is ushered in by a breakdown 

of group unity.  This is symbolized by Judas' betrayal of Jesus. Just as Satan's re-entrance 

into salvation history in order to get Judas to betray Jesus (22:3) marks for Luke the 

beginning of the new perilous in-between-time, so Jesus' announcement of his betrayal by 

one of his table-fellows marks the shift in Luke's Last Supper account to the table talk 

course representing the stipulations for a new ethic in the in-between-time.49  The new 

ethic must deal with the fact that the group is no longer whole.  If the meal shared by 

everybody symbolizes the wholeness of the group, this wholeness has been fractured in 

two ways.  The fact that one of the table fellows has plotted against the life of another 

violates the integrity of the shared table in one way (Lk 22:21-22).  The loss of Jesus' 

immediate presence at the shared table disrupts the wholeness of the group in another 
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way.  However, neither of these ruptures completely shatters the boundaries of the 

community.  

 Contrast Luke's placement of the betrayal announcement after the meal and 

eucharistic words, with Mark's account of the betrayal announcement (Mk 14:18-21) 

before the eucharistic words, and probably at the beginning of the meal.  Mark's 

identification of Jesus' betrayer as the one who "dips with him the bowl" suggests the 

time of the announcement is during a dipping course which is usually an appetizer in 

Greco-Roman banquets.  Insofar as the shared meal for both Mark and Luke is a symbol 

of group unity, and Judas' betrayal a symbolic fracturing of that unity, Luke seems to 

postpone the social poison of betrayal until he provides the remedy of the Eucharist. But 

for Mark, the poison of betrayal divided Jesus from the twelve apostles, and undermined 

the point of the table fellowship from the start.  Indeed, the legacy linking the dead Jesus 

to his true followers does not comes from the memory of a shared meal, but of an 

anonymous woman's anointing Jesus with costly myrrh for burial (Mk 14:9) before the 

Last Supper, The apostles either are out of the picture, or even oppose the woman's 

accurate recognition of who Jesus was and that he must suffer.  For Mark, it was not the 

disciples' physical absence from Jesus that fractured their social relations with him, but 

their total misunderstanding of everything he said, did, and stood for.  The disciples still 

do not understand when they prepare the Last Supper, or at the Supper itself when Jesus 

designates one of them as his betrayer - rather, they contradict him or otherwise 

misinterpret his words.  Hence, Mark's Jesus gives them nothing to hold onto in his 
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eucharistic words: no instruction to remember their bread and cup sharing (Mk 14:22-24); 

a covenant with others, not them (Mk 14: 24:"my blood of the covenant poured out for 

the many"[not "for you," as in Lk 22:20]; and no promise to resume table fellowship with 

them he "drinks anew in the coming Kingdom of God" (Mk 14:25; contrast with Mt 

26:29 ["with you;" Lk 22:30).  For Mark, betrayal and misunderstanding of Jesus are 

irredeemable; for Luke they are not.  For Luke, the bonds of sharing the table with Jesus 

are not so easily broken 

 Table fellowship with Jesus in the in-between-time consists now of remembered 

sharing with Jesus rather than immediate sharing.  The immediacy of Jesus' insistence 

that "I truly desired [epithumia epethumesa] to eat this Passover lamb with you before my 

suffering" in the earlier course of the banquet (Lk 22:15) is contrasted with the eating and 

drinking in order to remember sharing meals (22:19-20) with Jesus.  The eucharistic 

gesture and words over the cup of wine after the meal marks the break from the courses 

in the banquet exemplifying the old meal practices of the time of Jesus' earthly ministry 

to the table talk course prescribing the new practices of the in-between-time. Jesus and 

his followers will share in the in-between-time, but in a new way that acknowledges the 

consequences of Jesus' betrayal and death for group unity and tries to patch the rifts of 

time, betrayal, and loss which separate its members.   

 Finally, the stipulations in the last part of the table talk (22:35-38) spell out a 

new ethic of group self-sufficiency in the new in-between-time - in explicit contrast to the 

"wandering charismatic" ethic of the previous time of Jesus' ministry.50 
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"When I sent you out without cloak, and pack, and sandals, did you need 

anything else?" They said, "Nothing." He said to them, "But now, whoever has a 

cloak, let him sell it - likewise his pack, and whoever does not have one, let him sell 

his tunic and buy a sword. For I say to you, that this which has been written must be 

accomplished in me, 'And among lawless men he was reckoned'"(Lk 22:35-37). 

The old ethic alludes to the time of Jesus, when Luke portrays as typical the practice of 

depending on the hospitality of householders on the road for supplying the basic needs of 

Jesus and his apostles.51  As Luke illustrates in Lk 22:7-14, the conditions for this 

practice are still in effect even through the time of the preparation of the group's last 

Passover meal together.  A cooperative householder is still ready to offer his house and 

hospitality for his teacher to host his disciples (Lk 22:10-13).  But not so anymore, from 

the time Jesus and his disciples take their after-dinner walk to the Mount of Olives at the 

conclusion of their meal.  The new ethic for the in-between-time is one of self-

sufficiency.  Not only is it no longer possible to expect hospitality on the road from 

sympathizers, but now is the time to expect hostility.  Hence the disciples must acquire 

swords to defend themselves. Now, like their teacher, they will be considered as 

"outlaws," as Scripture spells out (Lk 22:37) and as indeed happens (Lk 22:53). In v. 

22:37, Luke interprets the scriptural verse Is 53:12 as having a double sense. First, others 

- the Roman and Jewish authorities - will view Jesus and his disciples as dangerous 

lawbreakers.  Secondly, they will indeed act like "lawless" men who take the law into 

their own hands, namely, carry weapons for their own protection.  Carrying swords 
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symbolizes for Luke the quality of being "considered lawless."  Hence, his Jesus rebukes 

the Temple authorities later during his arrest for coming upon him and his disciples "as 

upon a robber, with swords and clubs" (Lk 22:52).  Since the disciples have swords, as 

per Jesus' instructions back in 22:36,38, and the arresters' weapons are not mentioned 

before this, "robber with swords and clubs" could at least in part refer to the disciples 

themselves armed with weapons! But whether Jesus and his disciples "will be considered 

lawless men" justly or not, what is important is that their fate and new ethic of self-

sufficiency were foreseen and fulfilled what Jesus said Isaiah prophesied.52 The new 

group ethic is divinely ordained to confront not only internal dissension and betrayal, but 

also external persecution from an "establishment" who labels the group as outlaws.53 

  Bösen summarizes very nicely the shift in ethics spelled out in the table talk 

section, and the role of the eucharistic meal course as the bridge between the time 

periods, as follows, 

Jesus-time was characterized by unconcern for means of living (cf. Lk 22:35), 

thus begins 'now however' (v.36) the struggle for existence; the anticipated 

distress will be so great, that one will have to sell one's life necessities to buy a 

sword (cf. Lk 22:35ff).  Jesus' instruction to Peter, to strengthen his brothers (Lk 

22:31f), hints indirectly to the hardships.  This background characterized by 

separation, disappointment, renunciation, danger, and struggle is what Luke has in 

mind, when he stylizes the eucharistic meal as the meal for the in-between-time. 
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Bösen's reference back to the eucharistic course of the meal reminds us, however, that 

while Luke wishes to polarize the three time periods of his salvation history conceptually, 

he uses the natural progression from one course to the next of the meal setting to show 

how intrinsically linked and continuous with one another they are.  

 Therefore, the themes of the table talk move smoothly from those arising 

directly from the circumstances of the group reclining together at table to the dangerous 

new circumstances of the in-between-time in general. All of Jesus' prescriptions in this 

table talk section can be considered stipulations of the new covenant suggested by the 

poured cup in Lk 22:20 and alluded to again in 22:29. The verbal echoes of diatheke from 

Lk 22:20 in diatithemai and dietheto in Lk 22:29 link the two verses together.  The fact 

that the stipulations of the testament for the in-between-time are each introduced by 

circumstances which demonstrate immediately the need for such new stipulations, is 

consistent both with the convention of symposium literature of using faits divers to 

prompt discussion and with Luke's tendency as a writer to connect Jesus' sayings to 

examples of their practice.54  The table talk is prompted by three faits divers::  

 1. the pouring of the cup over which Jesus said his eucharistic words (Lk 

22:20); 

 2. the designation of Jesus' betrayer as one of his table fellows (Lk 22:21-

22); and 

 3. the quarrel over rank among the disciples prompted by Jesus' designation 

of one of them as a betrayer (Lk 22:23-24). 
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Jesus' allusion to his death over the cup of wine after the meal, when he compares the 

poured wine to his spilled blood, provokes both the stipulation of practicing the Lord's 

Supper and his prediction that one of his fellows at the table will betray him to the 

authorities (22:21). Luke interprets Jesus' betrayal as something that follows the course of 

salvation history; i.e., "the son of man goes off as has been determined." (Lk 22:22)  

Indeed, Judas' betrayal earlier in the chapter is correlated with the re-emergence of Satan 

(who has not appeared since the temptation scene) into the stage of salvation history, 

which Luke uses to mark the end of Jesus' utopian ministry and the beginning of the new, 

ambiguous, and perilous in-between-time.55  This in turn becomes the fait divers for the 

disciples' quarrel over rank (22:23-24). The circumstance that even one who shares the 

table with Jesus cannot be counted open to remain loyal through the dangerous in-

between-time indirectly sets up the stipulations that: 

 1. those who remain loyal to him through the trials they share with him will 

also get to share the rewards of feasting and judging with him in the end 

time (22:28-30); 

 2. new leaders such as Simon are required to strengthen the group's loyalty 

when Jesus is gone (31-34); and  

 3. the followers of Jesus must fend for themselves; they can no longer 

depend on a friendly environment to provide their needs, but on the 

contrary must protect themselves from a hostile environment which now 

in the in-between-time views them as criminals (35-38). 
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The quarrel over rank, along with the patron-client and leader-disciple relationships 

hinted at previously in the conduct required for reclining at a Passover seder banquet, 

provokes Jesus' sententia on true leadership being like that of a table servant (22:26-27).  

The humility of the table-servant-like leader of these remarks may indirectly suggest 

Jesus' prediction of Simon's lapse of loyalty, confirmed by later events in Luke's 

narrative.  Hence, table-service in the immediate circumstances of the meal may provide 

the model for such a stipulation for a humble leader to support his fellows (adelphous) in 

the Jesus-less in-between-time.  Likewise, the stipulation for acquiring the two swords is 

required by the new hostility toward the group accompanying the shift from Jesus-time to 

the in-between-time. Luke continues to join the themes of disjunction from and 

conjunction with Jesus, the teacher. Luke uses both the particular circumstances of the 

meal itself and the framework of a dialogue between Jesus and his disciples to de-

emphasize the separation about to occur when Jesus dies.  Yet at the same time he 

underlines the need for a new albeit not unprecedented ethic for the different 

circumstances of the in-between-time without Jesus' immediate presence.  

  

The Last Supper and the Other Meal Scenes in Luke's Gospel 

 

 Though we have just focused all this attention onto the Last Supper scene, it is 

important to remember that Luke's literary technique casts the Last Supper in 22:1,7-38 
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as but one of a series of meal scenes.  As Willibald Bösen, one of the most perceptive 

interpreters of meal scenes in Luke's Gospel puts it, 

 [i]f in Mark and Matthew, one easily gets an impression of the Last Supper 

as a special and exceptional event, in Luke, there is no danger of this happening.  

Nothing indicates that he wants to see it highlighted.  Rather, through the setting 

forth of a long row of similarly structured and conceptually related meal scenes, 

which furthermore are so sequenced as to converge to a center, [Luke] shows 

clearly the context to which it belongs. The Last Supper, according to Luke, 

stands in continuity with the meal at Levi's house, as well as the meal at Simon's 

house; and not only in its external features, but also in its content.56 

Luke uses both the "framing" features characteristic of symposium settings and 

accumulated sequence of symposium frameworks in his Gospel to represent an ideal of 

Christian group structure and interaction.  Luke's Christian symposia are both a 

continuation of Jesus' earthly meal ministry and a typification of the adaptability of 

Christian communal structures (which Luke represents in his depiction of the table ethics 

of Jesus) to a variety of changing circumstances.   

 On the one hand, the symposium setting as a framework for dialogue creates the 

dynamic between provocative fait divers and interpretative words which we just 

discussed that holds the meal behaviors up as examples to be reflected upon, affirmed, or 

rejected, rather than merely observed.  In other words, Luke intends to represent Jesus' 

table fellowship as an ideal ethic for his readers, because that is the implicit intention of 
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the symposium literary conventions with which he has chosen to represent them.  Luke 

clearly sets up the table ethics of the Pharisees as a negative example in contrast to Jesus, 

in his synkrises between Jesus and the Pharisees as hosts, or between the Pharisees and 

the late guests, in the three Pharisaic banquets and in Levi the tax collector's feast.   

 On the other hand, Luke's depiction of Jesus in a variety of meal settings along 

the course of his life, death, and resurrection represents a balance between the continuity 

and change confronting Luke's contemporary Christian audience.  The various 

circumstances of the meals symbolize the changed or changing circumstances the 

potential late first century Christian might confront as part of the general economic and 

social upheaval of the Hellenistic Mediterranean world,57 as well as the particular 

Christian experience of the delay of Jesus' promised return after his first resurrection 

appearances, and of changing from a persecuted minority to a more influential status in 

the Roman empire. Thus, just as Jesus was able to adapt his Christian table ethic to a 

wide variety of companions and circumstances, such as a banquet of tax collectors, 

banquets with Pharisees, a picnic symposium for the masses, an intimate Passover dinner 

with his closest disciples on the night before his death, and even a post-resurrection fish 

lunch on the road to Emmaus, so the Christian who adopts Jesus' inclusive, 

eschatologically informed table ethic ought to be able to adapt it to whatever new 

circumstance she or he will meet.  Luke has precedent for this in the model of Homer's 

Odysseus, who, like Jesus, is not only on the road most of the time, but constantly 

displays his virtuosity in adapting to the hospitality of his hosts, who range from 
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generous King Alcinous, to the man-eating Cyclops Polyphemus, or to the humble 

swineherd Eumaeus.  This is among the many examples Gerald Sandy uses to make his 

point that the various symposium settings of a given classical literary work show off the 

literary dexterity of the authors as much as the ethical dexterity of their protagonists.58   

 Yet the diversity of table fellowship circumstances in which Luke places Jesus 

in his Gospel is given unity and continuity only by the model of Jesus' single exemplary 

life, death, and resurrection.  Thus, the sequence of meal scenes follows a kind of logic.  

Jesus' inclusive table fellowship with the tax collectors engages him in conflict with the 

Pharisees, who oppose such a practice.  Jesus responds by accepting the Pharisees' 

invitation to meals, in order to teach them a lesson.  Thus,  E. Springs Steele's has argued 

that the main purpose of the symposium scenes was to demonstrate Jesus' one-upmanship 

over his Pharisaic hosts and fellow guests, especially the four symposium scenes 

involving Jesus and the Pharisees.59  I think Steele is only partly right.  

 My main objection to Steele is that his analysis focuses too much on the 

development of Jesus' superior character as a teacher (in contrast to the Pharisees), rather 

than on the semantic significance of the symposium settings per se or as parts of a 

narrative sequence of meal scenes. The meal settings cast the Pharisees and Jesus as 

equals, qualifying the Steele's point about Jesus' one-upsmanship. So while it's true Luke 

makes Jesus win these agones sophias, Steele's position ignores the underlying cultural 

code of the symposium/chria/honor-shame contests that casts the ideological rivals as 

social equals. Steele assumes Jesus is going to win before the contest starts.  Luke at least 
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shows that Jesus' superior status as a teacher vis á vis the Pharisees an acquired not an 

ascribed honor. Therefore, the meal settings underline Luke's point that Jesus beats the 

Pharisees at their own game, i.e., precisely at the meals that are the center of their 

ideological program of Jewish renewal. My position presumes that Luke knew the 

Pharisees' practices, which Steele denies. Further more, meal settings are a convention of 

parodic symposia that emphasize that philosophers don't practice what they preach; they 

set up norms which the "bad guys" violate, and which the "good guys" exemplify. It's the 

conventions of the symposium setting as such that have these connotations. Indeed, in 

each of the Pharisaic banquets to which Jesus comes as a guest, Jesus seems increasingly 

to arrogate to himself the role of the host, to the point that he finally excludes his fellow 

diners, albeit allegorically, from the meal he is holding (14:24).  Moreover, we have seen 

that the symposium frameworks reveal Jesus' consistency as opposed to the Pharisees' 

hypocrisy.60  The other less combative sympotic conventions in meal scenes in Luke's 

Gospel which I have discussed with Pharisees or without, are intended to demonstrate 

Jesus' virtue of ethical versatility. Jesus always adapts his behavior appropriately, 

whether he’s at a banquet of tax collectors or Pharisees, or his last meal with his own 

disciples, at “in-between time meals” or “end-time meals.” Luke presents Jesus' ethos as 

the ethical counterpart of the aesthetic virtue of poikilia, "variegation" (the virtue for 

which Athenaeus commends Homer's literary "symposia." ) The multiple genre settings 

are also an expression of this Second Sophistic aesthetic of poikilia. If Luke wanted only 

to show Jesus’ one-upsmanship over the Pharisees,  he could have done so better without 
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the meal settings, and made the point much more unequivocally, as the Gospels of 

Matthew and John do. The meal settings offer Luke’s implied audience a much more 

“irenic” overture to convince them that Jesus’ way is superior to the Pharisees.’61 

 In light of the sympotic conventions, Luke’s efforts to persuade are not only 

irenic, they’re also ironic. In the three Pharisaic banquets, Jesus tries to persuade his 

Pharisaic opponents that his inclusive table fellowship is preferable to theirs.  He fails to 

persuade for the most part and instead antagonizes them.  The controversial table 

fellowship of his ministry results in a death sentence under the shadow of which Jesus 

conducts his last earthly table fellowship with his disciples. He charges them to carry on a 

form of his inclusive, messianically charged, earthly table fellowship when he is no 

longer with them.  The post-resurrection banquet on the road to Emmaus reassures Jesus' 

followers of his promise that even after his death, he will somehow be among them "in 

the breaking of the bread."  Just as one stage in Jesus' life implies the next, so one type of 

table fellowship implies the next.  Furthermore, Luke's "biography" of Jesus is shorthand 

for his scheme of salvation history. Jesus' lifetime corresponds to the past time of Jesus' 

ministry first announcing the coming of the Kingdom of God; Jesus' death corresponds to 

the in-between-time, when Jesus is both present and not present; and Jesus' resurrection 

corresponds to the end time when Jesus will come back and rule with his followers in 

glory. Therefore, the time when a meal scene occurs in Jesus' biography corresponds in 

whole or in part to one of the three periods of Luke's scheme of salvation history.   
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 We agree with Willibald Bösen that the accumulation, distribution, and 

sequence of the meal scenes in Luke's Gospel are intended to represent the meal as the 

"continuity-making symbol" linking a model of Christian ethics through the three periods 

of Luke's salvation history. These meal scenes, along with references to many other 

manifestations of banquet hospitality that are not framed in symposium settings, make it 

clear that meals are a dominant theme in Luke's Gospel.62  For Bösen, each type of meal 

scene in the Gospel represents a kind of station of Luke's line of salvation history.  She 

classifies these meals according to three types: the "Jesus meal, the Eucharistic meal, and 

the End-time meal."    In this scheme, the meals in Jesus' lifetime (the "Jesusmähl")- 

whether with tax collectors, Pharisees, or the crowd - represent the first stage of salvation 

history, Jesus' earthly ministry.  The Last Supper marks the shift to the beginning of the 

in-between-time, the second stage in salvation history, when the combination of Jesus' 

death and his transmission of eucharistic meal fellowship (the "eucharistiches Mahl" or 

"Zwischenzeitmahl") makes for a time when Jesus is somehow both absent and present.  

Finally, Jesus' post-resurrection meal with his disciples represents, at least proleptically, 

the third and final stage in Lukan salvation history.  Then Jesus again will share the table 

with his followers at the messianic banquet ("Endzeitmahl"), passing judgment on the 

twelve tribes of Israel, to which Luke has Jesus allude in 22:28-30.   

 Luke's account of the Last Supper shows that he is not content to schematize 

history into discrete stages.  He also wants to show that these three stages are inextricably 

related and overlap with one another. Luke's collapsing of these three stages represented 
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by the "Jesus meal, Eucharistic meal, and End-time meal" into the single unified 

symposium meal setting of the Last Supper is one way that Luke accomplishes this.  

Luke's distribution of various kinds of table fellowships along the continuum of Jesus' 

life, death, and resurrection in his Gospel, as well as along the spatial journey of Jesus 

from Galilee to Jerusalem, unites the three stages of salvation history in another way. It is 

as if the Gospel were like an accordion. In the narrative as a whole, the time periods are 

extended in a line; in the Last Supper scene, they're compressed.   

 In addition, by associating distinctive kinds of table fellowship ethics with each 

of these three stages, Luke develops a situational ethic.  Though the ethics in each period 

are conceptually distinct from one another, they are nevertheless are interlocked, each 

one implying the other. Any performance of one alludes to the others.  Luke's Christian 

symposia truly were a "continuity-creating symbol."  Central to Luke's Christian ethic are 

inclusiveness, flexibility, and situational awareness; the setting of the shared meal and its 

conventions were ideally suited to represent and cultivate these values.  Luke advocated a 

Christian ethic that was both sensitive to the radical social changes experienced by the 

Greco-Roman Mediterranean constituency of the "first urban Christians,"63 and also 

grounded in his particular understanding of Christian salvation history.   

 In conclusion, two factors provide unity and continuity to the diversity of meal 

settings in Luke's Gospel.  One is the common symposium framework of many of them. 

With the stock characters and other literary commonplaces from the symposium literary 

tradition, these Luke's meal settings demand recognition as a style and technique, and 
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reinforce the impression that there is something typical and consistent in the ethic 

advocated in the meal scenes, despite their apparent diversity.  The second is Luke's 

three-part story of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection that provides the archetype of Luke's 

three-period history of salvation. Luke superimposes it on his meal settings when he 

includes them in his narrative.  Luke's story of Jesus' life provides the sequence which 

allows us to order the "Jesus meals, the Eucharistic meal, and the end-time meal" along a 

continuous line of salvation history. 

 

Excursus: Whose Theory of Periodization of Salvation History Does Luke Use in the 

Last Supper? 

 

 The way I use the concepts of the three-fold periodization of salvation history 

and the "in-between-time" is both dependent upon and to be distinguished from H. 

Conzelmann's periodization of Lukan salvation history.  On the one hand, I (by way of 

W. Bösen's interpretation) owe to Conzelmann the suggestion that an "in-between-time" 

characterizes the present period of the Church.  I differ from Conzelmann, however, over 

how the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus fit into this scheme. 

 Conzelmann actually proposes two tripartite schemes of Lukan salvation 

history: a scheme for the history of the Church and a scheme for the time of Jesus in that 

history.  Conzelmann divides the history of the Church into 

 a. the period of Israel, 
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 b. the period of Jesus' ministry, and 

 c. the period of the "ecclesia pressa," the time in between Jesus' ascension 

and parousia. 

He further subdivides the period of Jesus' ministry into three parts: 

 a. the period of the gathering of witnesses in Galilee, 

 b. the period of Jesus' journey from Galilee to Jerusalem, and 

 c. the period of Jesus' Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension - when Satan re-

enters salvation history.64 

 Bösen's scheme, as I understand it, differs from Conzelmann's in the weight she 

places on Jesus' biography as the paradigm for salvation history, as well as in the criteria 

she uses to distinguish the periods and.  Conzelmann schematizes salvation history as 

three periods of the Church, and subordinates the three periods of Jesus' biography to that 

main scheme.  Secondly, Conzelmann bases his three-part periodization of the Church's 

history on the summary statements in Luke-Acts (Lk 16:16: "the law and the prophets 

until John[1], from then the kingdom of God is preached[2], [until?] all are forced in[3];" 

4:16ff; and Acts 10:38).   

 But for  Bösen, in contrast to Conzelmann, Jesus' biography (his ministry, death, 

and resurrection) is not a subdivision of the three-fold periodization of the salvation 

history of the Church; the three periods of Jesus' biography - his earthly ministry, his 

death, and his future resurrection - are the pattern, the type for the three periods of the 

Church's salvation history.  In Bösen's view, Luke's associates three types of communal 
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meals - "Jesus meals," in-between-time "Eucharistic meals," and the future "End-time 

meal" - with the three periods of Jesus' biography, to concretize the correspondence 

between the "type" of Jesus' life/death/resurrection and the history of the Church. Bösen 

thus subordinates the history of the Church to the scheme of Jesus' biography, and not 

vice versa.  Jesus' behavior at different periods in his personal "history" stamp three 

periods of the Church as three different types of meals. 

 a. the meals of Jesus' Galilean ministry, 

 b. the Last Supper and Eucharistic meals, and 

 c. the end-time meal. 

 The Last Supper, in my interpretation of Bösen's view, marks the transition from 

the period and community of Jesus during his lifetime, to an in-between-time and 

community with only an attenuated presence of Jesus.  The presence of Jesus' betrayer at 

this paradigmatic in-between-time meal (Lk 22:21-23) marks the re-entry of Satan (via 

his agent Judas [Lk 22:3]) into salvation history. Satan symbolizes dissension here, and 

dissension was always a characteristic of Jesus' pre- and post resurrection religious 

movement (that's the implication of the sympotic controversies). Satan was and will 

always be present in the community. Thus the community of the in-between-time will not 

be whole or exempt from dissension. Perhaps for Luke this sort of "Satanic" dissension is 

not such a bad thing. It reminds me of the rabbinic idea of controversies for the sake of 

heaven that are destined to last as controversies. 
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 Conzelmann's scheme historicizes the time of Jesus and the earliest beginnings 

of the Church as a unique time, fundamentally different from the present, and not to be 

imitated.65  My study of Luke's representation of meals proves quite the contrary.  Luke's 

meals represent a Christian ethos that is meant to be imitated in the present in-between-

time!  In a sense, Conzelmann is correct, in that Luke does not propose the Last Supper 

or the other meals as a timeless ideal for Christians to imitate in the future.66 However, 

Luke proposes that the time-conditioned situational ethic underlying Jesus' table 

fellowship, and conveyed by Luke's use of literary symposium conventions, should be the 

paradigm for Christian communal life in the in-between-time. 
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